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Mind, Body, & Soul: Defining Well-Being in Law



Hypothetical One

Christine is friends with many of her colleagues at the firm and they love 
spending time together socially; however, all their activities seem to revolve 
around drinking. 

Christine is trying to cut back on her alcohol intake but often feels pressured 
by her colleagues to have multiple boozy beverages in a single evening. 

What should Christine do?



Hypothetical One - Poll

a) Have an honest conversation with her colleagues and 
offer to plan collegial activities that do not revolve 
around alcohol. 

b) Discuss her situation with HR or her supervisor. 

c) Seek other employment. 

d) Report her colleagues to the ARDC.



Hypothetical Two

During the pandemic, Derek was injured in a car accident and was given 
opioids to treat his pain. Since everyone in his office has now returned to 
the office, Cindy has often observed him trying to discreetly sneak pills. He 
also smells like alcohol when he arrives to work most mornings. She 
worries he has a substance misuse problem and that this is impacting his 
health and performance at work. 

What should Cindy do?



Hypothetical Two - Poll

a) Have an honest conversation with Derek and offer to 
help him seek assistance with the Lawyers Assistance 
Program (LAP).

b) Report Derek to HR or his supervisor.

c) Do nothing, it is not her business.

d) Report Derek to the ARDC before a serious 
malpractice issue arises.



Hypothetical Three

Anja is a new associate at a large law firm. Anja has always been a "go-getter” and 
often requests to work on the most complicated projects. Anja also is very active in 
several bar associations, even serving as a leader, and is the room parent for her 
son's kindergarten class as well. Lately, Anja has been bombarded with 
emails/voice mails from clients, has deadlines approaching on her volunteer 
activities, and still has not purchased a cake for her son’s birthday which is in two 
days. Anja feels exhausted and overwhelmed all the time, has been experiencing 
more frequent stomach aches, and is having difficulty concentrating.

Concerned about the stress & anxiety, Anja speaks to her supervisory attorney, 
Sally. Sally dismisses Anja's issues as just "new attorney jitters" and tells Anja that 
she needs to "calm down" and "buck-up" if she wants to be considered for partner.



Hypothetical Three - Poll

Anja's law firm is properly handling her issues given 
that she is an adult and can reach out for help in any 

areas as she feels is needed.

True/False



Hypothetical Three – Poll Continued

a) Quit her job. 

b) Get a life coach/counselor on how to better manage her time 
and priorities. 

c) Confide in a supervisory attorney who better understands 
Anja's bigger picture situation. 

d) Suggest realigning Anja's job to the firm's culture, structure 
and compensation that better address her problems.

What are the next steps for Anja?



Hypothetical Four

Latrice is a 68-year-old litigation attorney in a small firm in downstate 
Illinois. She has been honored many times for her expertise in trial skills by 
the ISBA. Latrice has suffered a number of medical issues in the past 
several years and has been advised by her doctor to slow down, but Latrice 
loves the pressure and excitement of being in the courtroom regularly. 

Recently, Laura, her long-time law partner, has noticed some lapses of 
memory and confusion that are not at all typical for Latrice. Latrice has 
started to forget her assistant's name, is mixing up the details of the many 
cases she is currently handling and cited to precedent in a brief that had 
been recently overturned.



Hypothetical Four - Continued

Laura is friendly with opposing counsel on Latrice's cases and has heard 
that Latrice’s behavior in court is increasingly erratic/strange. In fact, on 
one occasion, Latrice showed up in court on the wrong case and became 
angry/belligerent when the clerk said the case was not on the call. Laura 
also sees other signs of what she believes might be dementia in Latrice but 
hesitates to "diagnose" her, confront her and/or ruin her reputation as an 
extraordinarily dedicated attorney. Laura hopes that Latrice will decide to 
retire before things get any worse.



Hypothetical Four - Poll

Should Laura confront Latrice?

Yes/No



Hypothetical Four – Poll Continued

a) Force intervention by the firm.

b) If the firm has no policy regarding such issues, bring it 
up with firm management to start impairment and/or 
transition policies.

c) Call Lawyers' Assistance Program (LAP).

d) Discreetly have Latrice's supervisors remove cases from 
her caseload to avoid malpractice. 

e) All of the above.

If Laura confronts Latrice, what are the next steps if 
Latrice denies she has a problem:



Hypothetical Five

Whenever Joe is in engaged in trial, he winds up going days with 
little or no sleep. He also finds himself binging on junk food, 
overeating and getting unhealthy meals out instead of cooking at 
home. Even worse, he gets so obsessed with the case that he put 
his family's needs and wants on hold, which creates stress for both 
him and them. 



Hypothetical Five - Poll

a) Seek assistance with the Lawyers Assistance 
Program or his firm's wellness consultant. 

b) Talk to his supervisor about his predicament and 
see if accommodations can be made for him. 

c) Do nothing and hope it will get better. 

d) Confide in his loved ones and ask for help.

How can Joe change this vicious cycle?



Ethics 2022
Mind, Body, & Soul: The Weathering Effect



DIVERSITY

Diversity is the presence of 
differences that may include:
• Race

• Gender
• Religion
• Sexual orientation or identification

• Ethnicity
• Socio-economic status
• Nationality

• Language 
• Age
• (Dis)ability 

• Political perspective



DIVERSITY

Diversity is a collection of  
characteristics we have, 
experiences we have had, and 
the choices we have made.



DIVERSITY

• Do you agree with the breadth 
of this definition?
– Yes/No

• Does your diversity intersect 
across one or more social 
categories?

– Yes/No



DIVERSITY

Intersectionality is the 
interconnected nature of social 
categorizations such as race, class, 
and gender as they apply to a given 
individual or group.



Benefits Of Diversity…

• Diversity fuels creativity and innovation

• Cultural sensitivity, insight, and broader 
knowledge base result from a diverse 
employee population

• A diverse skills base offers broader and 
more adaptable perspectives

• Personal and professional growth 
improve

• The talent pool tends to improve when 
the number of available candidates 
increases



In Practice…

Diversity in the workplace is 
addressed through:

• Recruitment

• Selection

• Retention

• Training 



In Practice…
• Does your organization have 

a Diversity initiative or plan?

– Yes/No

• Do you believe your 
organization would benefit 
from having an initiative or 
plan?

– Yes/No



INCLUSION
Inclusion is an outcome to 
ensure that everyone feels  
welcome.

Inclusion



When It All Comes Together…



Equity

Equity involves an institution 
or system promoting justice, 
impartiality, and fairness 
within the entity’s:

• Procedures

• Processes

• Distribution of resources



Promoting Diversity, Equity, 
and Inclusion (DEI)
To prevent the commitment to DEI from 
being just a marketing tool or check-box 
exercise, strategies must be developed 
for attorneys from under-represented 
groups to be:

• Trained

• Mentored

• Retained

• Promoted 



What is
“WEATHERING”

27

The term weathering refers to the way 
the constant stress of racism can lead to 
premature biological aging and worse 
health outcomes for minorities.

Coined in 1992 by Dr. Arline Geronimus

• Slowly chips away at health

• Causes cumulative wear and tear on 
the body’s adaptive mechanisms

• Can cause minorities to age or even 
die prematurely

Weathering



Effects on Biological Age

Black
People
11.8 years older

White
People
10 years younger

Racial differences in weathering and its 
associations with psychosocial stress: 
The CARDIA study

By Sarah Forrester David Jacobs Rachel Zmora
Pamela Schreiner Veronique Roger Catarina 
I.Kiefe



Psychosocial Effects

Bad Health Habits 
Increase

Good Health Habits 
Decrease



Residual Effects

Relationship Spillover



Residual Effects

Impacts effective 
communication & makes 
networking and 
advancement 
opportunities more 
difficult and harder to 
get access to.



How Problems Arise…
The legal field is among those correctly 
described as “relationship-driven.” The 
relationships are frequently built on the 
ability to assimilate to a particular 
culture, including:

• Investment of time, money and 
mental and emotional energy to gain 
entry to and acceptance in 
traditional institutional spaces

• Tailoring clothing and appearance to 
conform to standards of 
“professional” attire



A Two-way Street…

While there is an expectation that members of 
the legal profession will observe a certain 
decorum, there should also be a recognition that 
there may not be a shared interest in:

• Golf courses

• Vineyards

• Timeshares

• Ski resorts

• Television shows



Commitments To Diversity, 
Equity And Inclusion (DEI)…

Among the strategies individuals, firms, 
and the overall profession can take in for 
sustained improvement are

• Eliminating the expectation that 
employees from under-represented 
groups will “just deal with” macro- or 
micro-aggressions”

• Developing policies and practices that 
explicitly state non-negotiables for 
conduct and values of character



What Can Be Done?
It’s no good employing a diverse workforce 
if the wellbeing strategy doesn’t allow 
everyone to thrive.



Preventing Weathering Effects 
at the Individual Level

• Understand others’ experiences

• Do your research

• Ask questions when needed

• Brush up on history

• Listen to others/know when to 
talk less

• Seek out marginalized voices
and perspectives

#1



Preventing Weathering Effects 
at the Individual Level

• Use your privilege to 
help others

• Educate your own community

• Vocally support the work of 
colleagues from 
underrepresented groups in all 
contexts

• Amplify marginalized voices to 
ensure they are heard and 
respected

• Hold peers accountable

#2



Preventing Weathering Effects 
at the Individual Level

• Own up to your mistakes 
and accept correction 

• Understand difference between 
intent and impact

#3



Preventing Weathering Effects 
at the Individual Level

• Create space and allow space 
– people mirror how they 
would do things and interpret 
others’ actions through that 
lens. (e.g. closed door doesn’t 
mean unapproachable)

• There needs to be division 
between business and 
personal

#4



Preventing Weathering Effects 
at the Organizational Level

• Educate employees on an 
ongoing basis

#1



Preventing Weathering Effects 
at the Organizational Level

• Listen to employees (solicit 
feedback) and implement 
suggestions

#2



Preventing Weathering Effects 
at the Organizational Level

• Strive for tailored mental 
health support for 
underrepresented employee 
groups

#3



Preventing Weathering Effects 
at the Organizational Level

• Improve access to culturally 
competent health care - review 
health care provider network 
diversity in your plan

#4



Self-Care Routines for Members 
of Marginalized Communities

• Go to therapy

• Connect with others

• Journaling

• Physical activity

• Practice good sleep hygiene

• Go outside

• Meditate

• Eat Well/Drink More Water

• Say “No”
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IRPC 1.1

A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent 
representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and 
preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.

Comment: Maintaining Competence

[8] To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep 
abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and 
risks associated with relevant technology, engage in continuing study 
and education and comply with all continuing legal education 
requirements to which the lawyer is subject.



IRPC 8.4(j) – Misconduct 

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:
***
(j) violate a federal, state or local statute or ordinance that prohibits discrimination based 
on race, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation or socioeconomic 
status by conduct that reflects adversely on the lawyer’s fitness as a lawyer. Whether a 
discriminatory act reflects adversely on a lawyer’s fitness as a lawyer shall be determined 
after consideration of all the circumstances, including: the seriousness of the act; 
whether the lawyer knew that the act was prohibited by statute or ordinance; whether 
the act was part of a pattern of prohibited conduct; and whether the act was committed 
in connection with the lawyer’s professional activities. No charge of professional 
misconduct may be brought pursuant to this paragraph until a court or administrative 
agency of competent jurisdiction has found that the lawyer has engaged in an unlawful 
discriminatory act, and the finding of the court or administrative agency has become final 
and enforceable and any right of judicial review has been exhausted.



ABA Model Rule of Professional 
Conduct 8.4(g) – Misconduct 

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:
***
(g) engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is 
harassment or discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, 
ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status or 
socioeconomic status in conduct related to the practice of law. This paragraph 
does not limit the ability of a lawyer to accept, decline or withdraw from a 
representation in accordance with Rule 1.16. This paragraph does not preclude 
legitimate advice or advocacy consistent with these Rules.



Tel: (312) 899-9090
Fax: (312) 251-1160

www.cliffordlaw.com
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36th Floor, Chicago, Illinois 60602
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